
Your team is a valuable asset and whether they are at work or away
they may be exposed to the Coronavirus.  MedStar certified COVID
Specialists can come to your location to administer the COVID
Rapid Antigen Test which can identify active virus in the body. 

COVID RAPID TESTING
$45 Per Test - Volume Discounts Available

QUICK & EASY TESTING

LOWEST PRICING
We are proud to be one of the lowest-
cost Rapid Testing services in Arizona.  
Our goal is to help reduce the spread
of the coronavirus by making testing
more accessible and budget-friendly.

OSHA and HIPAA Compliant: All of our staff are certified medical professionals who have

been educated in COVID-19 symptoms, monitoring, spread, mitigation, and

recommendations as adopted by the CDC and OSHA.  All staff have been trained and 

follow all mandated HIPAA privacy rules and regulations for patient health and privacy.

PCR Antigen TESTING
On-Site Testing Available

We use the Abbott Binax NOW rapid
antigen test which gives accurate and
reliable results within 15 minutes. It is
less invasive than other nasal swabs,
allowing for a more comfortable
testing experience. 

RESULTS ON APP
The Rapid Test has been paired with a
convenient, easy-to-use mobile app, called
NAVICA™, which works like a secure digital
"health pass". The test results are processed
and then sent to the NAVICA APP, within 15-
minutes, when the individual can view and
display their results for a 5-7 days.

TESTING WHERE & WHEN NEEDED

Schedule Regular Visits or One Time 
Our company operates all over Arizona and you can
schedule us to come to your location regularly on a
monthly or weekly basis. We can also set up a one-
time employee testing service.  We prefer to test a
minimum of 10 people in a visit or there may be a
modest travel fee added to the rate.  Let us know how
we can serve you. Regular testing can get additional
cost savings. 

Contact us when you need your staff tested and we will come to you

800-633-3195
Certified CLIA
Testing Providers

Most rapid tests range from $85 -$150 

www.MedStarSolutions.org

TESTING AT EVENTS
Use Rapid Tests for special events,
conventions, meetings, concerts, and
other group gatherings.


